Daily Life

• Religion
  – _______________ has been main religion since colonialism
  • _________________
    • Recent increase in Protestant forms of Christianity
  – Traditional ___________ or _______________ religions also thrive - often mixed with Christianity
  – Hinduism, Buddhism, and Islam in the Caribbean and coastal regions - brought by _________________
  – _________________ in major cities
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• Family
  – Very ____________________
  – Common to live with ____________________ - take care of elderly
  – ______________________are often close
  – Father is usually the head of the family except in some Caribbean regions - ___________is the head
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• Recreation and Celebrations
  – ____________________ is HUGE in South America
  – Cuba was the 2nd country in the world behind the US to play ________________ - has spread throughout Caribbean, Central America, and northern South America
  – ____________________ is big in regions formerly ruled by the British
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- ___________________________the last day before Lent
  • Singing, dancing, parades
  • Huge in ____________________________
- ____________________________-Mexico
  • Honor family members who have passed
- ____________________________with holidays- blend of traditional and immigrated cuisine
  • Corn and beans- Mexico and Central America
  • Beans, rice, and fish- Caribbean and Brazil
  • Beef- Argentina, Uruguay, Chile
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• The Arts
  – Cuban music- ______________beats
  – ____________________(Mexican artist)- murals with Aztec/Maya influence
  – Latin American writers- comment on _______________ conflicts
  – Cuban and Brazilian music has influenced ________
  – Latin American writers invented _______________writing- combination of fantastic events and ordinary